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Make an Impact with your Written English deals with the
English business writing you need to take you a step
further in your executive career. The book also helps
organizations stand apart by getting noticed for the right
reasons, whatever the target audience. It focuses on
writing English as a key business tool and how clear,
concise messages are a must in international business
today. Yet the fewer words you use, the more important
it is to get them right. So the book focuses on word
power: to promote and sell your messages - as well as
'brand you' and your organizational brand. An essential
read, full of invaluable advice and checklists for native
and non-native English writers who need to brush up
their skills in writing English for sales, PR, presentations,
reports, minutes, manuals and the web etc.
This book shares the keys to speaking up, speaking out,
and finding victory through strategic visibility. The
authors you’ll be introduced to in these pages are taking
calculated risks, making strategic moves, and making a
living speaking from their hearts. You might call them the
difference makers or truth tellers of their industries.
Whether you want to reach the unreachable, influence
the affluent, or even heal the hurting in a big way, you
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take massive amounts of action and put in the work that
will eventually win over the hearts and heads of every
audience. From the Foreword by David T. Fagan.
The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of
irrigation on household food security and poverty using a
case study of Bwanje Valley Irrigation Scheme in Malawi.
The results also showed a positive impact of irrigation on
daily per capita caloric intake, with both groups of
irrigating farmers realizing similar improved levels of
caloric intake over farmers that did not participate in the
irrigation scheme. In addition, traditionally marginalized
groups - households headed by youth, female-headed
households, and low-income households - earned more
agricultural income than what they would have earned if
they did not participate in the irrigation scheme.
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Choose impact. Become a movement maker.
Change the world. Realizing your Maximum Impact
Potential-the biggest difference you can create in
your lifetime-doesn't happen by accident. It's a
decision you make in every moment, every day. It
requires you to align impact consciousness with
wealth consciousness, get money flowing through
your vision, and become a movement maker capable
of leading the change you want to see in the world.
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top-level coach for impact-driven businesses, Alok
Appadurai creates a new, compelling vision for how
to nurture and expand the seed of greatness within
you. Packed with deep insight, powerful storytelling
and game-changing strategy, this book will show you
not only how to live into your Maximum Impact
Potential, break free of old financial paradigms, and
touch millions of people in your lifetime-but how to
do so in a way that creates an exponential legacy of
positive change.
First considers the assessment of the hydrological
impacts of future climate and then addresses
decision making for mitigation/adaptation strategies,
given the uncertainties associated with predictions
by water resources and hydrological extremes
models.
Discover how to create "corporation you" without
being a tall poppy. We're no longer in the industrial
or information age. We're now in the connection
economy. The economy where you're ability to stand
out, connect with others and position yourself in your
career and business mean security. Companies and
governments don't want people who want jobs for life
any more. They want innovation, ideas and networks
to thrive in volatile economic times. We are
bombarded with information and choices every day.
Hard work alone doesn't cut it anymore. Whether
you're a job seeker frustrated with your job search,
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provider, a lack of clarity and communicating your
personal brand will see others get the opportunities
you want. By the end of this book you'll be feeling
more confident about what your greatest gift is and
not afraid to stand out from the crowd.
Designing games for learning: case studies show how to
incorporate impact goals, build a team, and work with experts
to create an effective game. Digital games for learning are
now commonplace, used in settings that range from K–12
education to advanced medical training. In this book, Kurt
Squire examines the ways that games make an impact on
learning, investigating how designers and developers
incorporate authentic social impact goals, build a team, and
work with experts in order to make games that are effective
and marketable. Because there is no one design process for
making games for impact—specific processes arise in
response to local needs and conditions—Squire presents a
series of case studies that range from a small, playable game
created by a few programmers and an artist to a multimilliondollar project with funders, outside experts, and external
constraints. These cases, drawn from the Games + Learning
+ Society Center at the University of Wisconsin–Madison,
show designers tackling such key issues as choosing
platforms, using data analytics to guide development, and
designing for new markets. Although not a how-to guide, the
book offers developers, researchers, and students real-world
lessons in greenlighting a project, scaling up design teams,
game-based assessment, and more. The final chapter
examines the commercial development of an impact game in
detail, describing the creation of an astronomy game, At Play
in the Cosmos, that ships with an introductory college
textbook.
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been a growing demand for S&T expertise in today's public
decision-making. The National High Technology Research
and Development Program (863 Program), involving
hundreds of S&T experts, marked the beginning of a new
journey for China's high-tech development. This book
discusses China's S&T decision-making mechanism, with the
863 Program as the central case and scientist' influence on
public decision-making as the focus. More importantly, it
extracts three key elements to analyze the determinative
factors behind that influence — knowledge, value and
institutions, and proposed a KIV framework of macroanalysis. The KIV, being the first framework to generalize
factors that could affect scientists' influence on public
decision-making, is of both theoretical significance and
innovative value. In addition, by finding out those factors, this
book attempts to create a decision-making environment
conducive to scientists' contribution of their knowledge.
Everyone needs to make maximum impact in life. This is a
worthwhile desire, but not all will succeed due to ignorance of
the keys for maximum impact in life and ministry. This book
will step by step open your eyes to the keys needed for
maximum impact in life, marriage and ministry. The book is
divided into four main sections grouped into Introductory,
Fundamental, Enhancing, and Prosperity Keys. Each part is
designed to deliver new insights. For instance, what are
keys? You will discover new meanings to commonly used
words as you go through the pages of this book. The various
keys will empower you for a new level of exploit in life. The
quotes at the beginning of each chapter will get you thinking.
Please pause and reflect on them. Enjoy and share your
insights with me.
Following on from the preceding volume in this series that
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school-university-community
in rural places,
this volume explores the positive impact of such
collaborations in rural places, focusing specifically on the
change agency of such collaborations. The relentless
demand of urban places in general for the food and resources
(e.g., mineral and energy resources) originating in rural
places tends to overshadow the impact of the inevitable
changes wrought by increasing efficiency in the supply chain.
Youth brought-up in rural places tend to gravitate to urban
places for higher education and employment, social
interaction and cultural affordances, and only some of them
return to enrich their places of origin. On one hand, the
outcome of the arguable predominance of more populated
areas in the national consciousness has been described as
“urbanormativity”—a sense that what happens in urban areas
is the norm. By implication, rural areas strive to approach the
norm. On the other hand, a mythology of rural places as
repositories of traditional values, while flattering, fails to take
into account the inherent complexities of the rural context.
The chapters in this volume are grouped into four parts—the
first three of which explore, in turn, collaborations that target
instructional leadership, increase opportunities for
underserved people, and target wicked problems. The fourth
part consists of four chapters that showcase international
perspectives on school-university-community collaborations
between countries (Australia and the United States), within
China, within Africa, and within Australia. The overwhelming
sense of the chapters in this volume is that the most
compelling evidence of impact of school-university community
collaborations in rural places emanates from collaborations
brokered by schools-communities to which universities bring
pertinent resources.
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straight from the
classrooms of outstanding teachers, this lively resource
illustrates writing that makes an impact on a reader, a
writer, or a cause—writing that everyone wants to read.
The book is rich with student work that shows how
writing can make things happen in the world. The
authors provide ready-to-use lessons that include a full
range of writing, including poetry, narrative, petitions,
proposals, emails, self-reflections, long-term projects,
and critical analyses. “Young people yearn to have an
impact on the world but often lack the tools to make
change. This book demonstrates how shifting the focus
and purposes for writing can turn students' frustration
with the status quo into action. There’s no time to waste.
The need for change—both in school and in society—is
urgent.” —Carol Jago, past president, National Council of
Teachers of English and associate director, California
Reading and Literature Project at UCLA “In true National
Writing Project style, Sandy Murphy and Mary Ann Smith
take us inside the classrooms of remarkable teachers to
see how they create contexts for young writers to pursue
writing they care about for purposes that matter. Readers
will find lots to take back to their own settings to engage
this remarkable generation of young people in our
classrooms.” —Elyse Eidman-Aadahl, Executive Director,
National Writing Project
IMPACT the project is about involving parents in the
mathematics curriculum through the "tutelage" of their
children and through sustained patterns of direct contact.
In this open-access-book the author concludes that
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results have
shown that expertise was a stronger predictor than public
information regarding change in behavior and strategy
adaption. Identifying non-routine problem-solving experts
by efficient online assessments could lead to less volatile
system performance, from which all decision-makers
could potentially profit.
First published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
The student magazine of math and science.
Writing to Make an ImpactExpanding the Vision of
Writing in the Secondary ClassroomTeachers College
Press
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